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When the typical Hoosier business thinks of Indiana
exporting companies, they are undoubtedly familiar
with established players in the international marketplace
such as Eli Lilly and Cummins. Large companies

like these, however, only tell part of the story of dynamic Indiana
businesses that compete and win in the global economy. 

Small businesses create 70% of the new jobs in America,
and they make up almost 97% of total U.S. exporters. Exporting
companies run the gamut from tongue depressors to
telecommunication equipment. To paraphrase famed author
and columnist Thomas Friedman – “the world is flat.” Almost
every company is now forced to consider not only its neighbors
as competitors but other nations as well. 

It is also important to remember that more than drugs or
diesel engines are exported. If you make a quality product at a
competitive price, you should consider going beyond the borders
of Illinois or Kentucky. 

Speeding to success
If you don’t think your company can go global, you might

want to speak to Phil Lanholz of NASCAR Silicon Motor Speedway,
the Indianapolis subsidiary of Interactive Motorsports and
Entertainment Corporation (IMEC). IMEC is a world leader in race
simulation technology, and it is speeding into global markets.
The authentic “look and feel” of the racing experience is
intended to be a virtual replication of NASCAR racing. 

It was designed to be so realistic that individuals feel that
they are driving an actual race car. Participants climb into a nearly
authentic stock car and buckle in. Lanholz thought he was in
for a wild ride when he looked at exporting his technology, but he
knew where to turn and ask for directions. My office, the U.S.
Department of Commerce-Export Assistance Center in Indianapolis,
provided information on export regulations, documentation,
taxes and more when NASCAR Silicon Motor Speedway wanted
to crack foreign markets. Now the company is doing business
in Canada, Europe and even exotic markets such as Dubai.

NASCAR Silicon Motor Speedway is
in the driver’s seat.

Still not convinced? Consider
Innotek, a leading marketer of consumer
electronics for pets and hunting dogs.
Products under the Innotek brand
include pet fencing systems, pet-proof
barriers, and training and tracking
products. Innotek products are found
at major retailers, as well as specialty
pet stores. John Brynda, Innotek
product manager, was looking at
expanding into Europe. We helped John determine CE mark
(compliance with European directives) requirements for his
product and identify European packaging regulations. Now
Innotek is selling in Western Europe, Canada and Australia. 

Key steps
I am often asked, “What can I do to be a successful exporter?”

In a nutshell, it comes down to four steps. 
First, make sure you produce a quality product that is

competitively priced. Second, carefully identify your target
market. Third, ensure that your distribution strategy makes
sense. Finally, determine how you are going to get paid before
making an agreement. 

Innotek and NASCAR Silicon Motor Speedway are proof that
a quality product has universal appeal.

Remember, 95% of the world’s consumers live outside the United
States. So what are you waiting for? Take it from NASCAR Silicon
Motor Speedway: Ladies and gentlemen, start your export engines.
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